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Modeling of the global carbon cycle - isotopic 
data requirements 
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1 Physics Instante, University of Bern, CH-S01B Bern 
3 CFR/LMCE, Centre d'Etude de Saclay, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvctte 
3 National Institute of Standards and Technology, Atmospheric Chemistry Group, 
Gaithersburg, MD 20899, USA 

Introduction 
Isotopes are powerful tools to constrain carbon cycle models. For example, the 
combinations of the C0 2 and the 1 3 C budget allows to calculate the net-carbon 
fluxes between atmosphere, ocean, and biosphere. Observations of natural and 
bomb-produced radiocarbon allow to estimate gross carbon exchange fluxes be
tween different reservoirs and to deduce time scales of carbon overturning in 
important reservoirs. 1 8 0 in CO3 is potentially a tool to make the deconvolution 
of G fluxes within the land biosphere (assimilation vs respirations). 
The scope of this article is to identify gaps in our present knowledge about iso
topes in the light of their use as constraint for the global carbon cycle. In the 
following we will present a list of some future data requirements for carbon cycle 
models. 

Atmosphere 
Isotope measurements on ice cores: 
Improvements in the analysis of 1 9 C and C0 2 in air enclosed in ice cores make it 
possible to document with high-precision the history of the atmospheric <J13C and 
CO3 content. This measurements allow to deconvolve the sources and sinks for 
atmospheric CO3 for the last centuries. Furthermore, the detailed atmospheric 
history of CO3 and Si3C facilitates the initialization of carbon cycle models which 
will make use of the more detailed recent atmospheric records. An extension of 
the existing records over longer time scales and especially during times of large 
climate fluctuations would help to better understand the mechanisms involved in 
natural fluctuation of atmospheric CO? and to identify possible feedback mech
anisms of the present anthropogenic perturbation of the carbon cycle and the 
climate system. Furthermore, existing records should be confirmed and refined 
by additional measurements. 

Observations of isotopes in atmospheric air samples: 
The extension of the monitoring of isotopes 1 3 C and l 8 0 in atmospheric CO2 
makes it now possible to explore the regional and temporal distribution of the 
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sources and sinks of anthropogenic C0 2 . Yet the existing data coverage has large 
gaps, especially in. tropical regions. This clearly hinders a better diagnostic of 
COa fluxes in these regions where strong biomas6 destruction is currently going 
on. 2-3 stations in the tropics, near enough to deforestation sources, would be 
helpful to better explore the seasonality of 1 8 0 and other isotopes in this region. 

Ineri tracers to study the atmospheric transport: 
The mass fluxes in transport models are currently validated using F-ll and w Kr. 
New tracers such as SF6 will bring usefulB constraints on the transport in atmo
spheric models. Also, because fréons accumulation now slows down, fréons may 
no longer be that useful in checking the transport of models in the future. On 
the other hand, w K r and SF6 still rises and time series of this tracer at many 
locations will be valuable, eg to check the meridional transport in 3-D models. 

Ocean 
Increase in the oceanic inventory of 1 3 C: 
The ocean plays a dominant role in the redistribution of anthropogenic CO2 
bomb-produced radiocarbon as well as of 1 3 C released by fossil fuel burning. A 
better quantification of the rate of change in the oceanic 13C-inventory would 
help to clarify the ocean's role in the uptake of anthropogenic carbon. 

Regional structure in ocean l S C surface values: 
To evaluate regional net carbon fluxes by deconvolving the atmospheric distri
bution of <y13C and CO3, information about the local air-sea gradient in Si3C 
a necessary. Additional 1 3 C measurements on several ocean transects would be 
helpful [precision target: 0.05 */ o o]. 

Temporal structure in ocean 1 3 C surface values: 
A fix point to explore the seasonality of 1 3 C in the ocean, especially in southern 
ocean or north atlantic basin would be valuable. [Precision target: 0.05°/ o 0, 
data density: weekly to biweekly] 

Land biosphere 
Carbon overturning in soils and vegetation: 
Crucial parameters in the determination of the long-term sequestering of carbon 
by the biosphere are the characteristic overturning times and mass of the soil 
carbon reservoir. Potentially useful would be measurements of the 1 4 C content of 
respired COj along with measurements of climatic parameters and the mass of 
soil organic matter and its radiocarbon content at different depth levels [Target 
sites: e.g. deciduous forest, tropical forest, grasslands...]. 
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For evaluating 1 3 C budgets on a regional scale better understanding of the isotopic 
composition of biomass burned in the tropics (C4-C3) would be valuable. 

Fossil fuels 
The £13C-content of fossil fuel in one of the major uncertainty in the deconvolution 
of the amtospheric 1 3 C content. For example, a mismatch of 3°/ o o between 
estimated and teal value of 613G in fossil fuel, would lead to an error in the 
estimated global uptake of anthropogenic carbon by the biosphere of about 0.9 
Gt-C yr"1 at 1980 (see Joos et al., this volume). 
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For the use of l s O in CO) as a constraint on the exchange with vegetation, we 
need to better quantify some basic mechanisms, e.g. in laboratory experiment. 
Several key parameters of models remain to be answered, Including the exact 
rate of equilibration of C 0 2 with water in soils and the i e O composition of water 
vapor within the canopy in forest ecosystems-
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